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I. Introduction

Economic integration is a reality in most parts of the world today. There are many forms under which countries may choose to arrange themselves, varying from free trade areas to common markets. The degree of changes one country will have to undergo to adapt to the framework of these integration processes will vary according to the level of integration that is underway. This paper deals with market integration in the electricity sector under NAFTA and the environmental concerns associated with that.

For purposes of trading, one has to take a hard look on what I consider a curiosity of the electricity sector: is electricity a good or a service? In most contexts this is an irrelevant question, but as we focus on trade in electricity, one will soon realize the opposite, because services and goods receive different treatment in the context of international trade disputes. Electricity could be considered a service for two main reasons: 1) it is intangible and intangibility characterizes services; 2) electricity cannot be efficiently stored and must be consumed as it is produced, which features another key component for the definition of services.

The WTO, on the other hand, apparently has not taken a definite position as to the precise classification of electricity. It has been argued the WTO has dispensed the generation of electricity treatment under the goods agreement, whereby transmission, distribution and related activities would fall under the scope of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). However, there is evidence confirming many WTO countries characterize electricity as a good.

With regard to NAFTA, one can argue electricity is a good for at least the two following reasons. First, Chapter 6 falls under Part Two of NAFTA, which specifically deals with trade in goods. Second, Article 602 of the Agreement, under scope and coverage, in paragraphs 1 and 3 expressly defines energy and basic petrochemical as goods.

This paper argues that the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is part of the reason the United States, Canada and Mexico are undergoing changes in their domestic legislations to respond to trade liberalization and international competition. However, even if the three North American countries believe a market orientation is the best way to run their economies, still state regulation is desirable to set min-
imum standards. In this context, the debate over which regulatory stra-
tegy will be the best fit for NAFTA is not outdated, quite to the contrary.

The central thesis of the paper is that NAFTA and its Environmental Side Agreement have all the right tools to promote a successful region-
al integration vis-à-vis the power sector and the environment. To achieve
this objective in the interplay between the electricity sector and the en-
vironment in North America, a model of international regulatory co-
operation is the most appropriate one to respond to further market in-
tegration and environmental protection.

Part II of the paper presents the theoretical framework for interna-
tional regulatory strategies. To this end, international regulatory competi-
tition, harmonization, and international regulatory cooperation are an-
alyzed. Part III deals with the electricity sector in North America under
NAFTA rules. It explores briefly the rationale behind the changes the elec-
tricity sector in each one of NAFTA countries is undergoing. Later, it an-
alyzes the main provisions of NAFTA Chapter 6 that deals with energy
and basic petrochemicals, focusing particularly on the impacts these new
rules have on the power sector in the region. Part IV of the paper assess-
es the environmental problems associated with the present electricity
sector. It touches on the countries' regulatory differences, on alternative
ways to mitigate pollution originated from the power sector, and on the
prospect advantages of developing renewable energy technologies. Finally
it argues NAFTA and the Environmental Side Agreement have the ap-
propriate instruments to promote further market integration and protect
the human health and the ecosystem if credit is given to the international
regulatory cooperation strategy. Part V concludes the paper.

II. International regulatory strategies

Regulation has, in the recent past, assumed an important position
in the world debate. Due to the global society we live in, legislators across
the-board were invited to rethink the regulatory framework for each coun-
try individually – from within its geographic boundaries – and the in-
dividual state vis-à-vis third countries. The regulatory debate has also
played a major role in multilateral systems, such as the WTO; and, fi-
nally, on regional integration agreements, where the European Union (EU)
and the North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) are examples.
A. International Regulatory Competition

International regulatory competition has been in the center of regulatory studies for the last two decades. The core of the concept is that regulatory systems should all coexist and compete. "Drawing an analogy between product market and competition among jurisdictions in standard setting they [regulatory competition scholars] argue that regulatory competition leads to the adoption of standards of varying stringency that efficiently match the needs and desires of each jurisdiction." On the opposite side of regulatory harmonization, it argues that decentralization is more efficient and results on increased welfare. The argument follows that "interjurisdictional regulatory competition pressures government to perform efficiently and effectively." Some regulatory competition scholars view law as a product, meaning that the market for locational rights can work to promote efficiency in the specific area of law one is dealing with. Moreover, the normative strength of regulatory competition theory, argue Esty and Geradin, "lies in the hope that competition will stimulate experimentation, innovation, and product differentiation in regulation, as in market for products."

International regulatory competition scholars feel the states should not be bound by any particular standard, nor should any uniform system of regulation apply across-the-board, be it within a federal system, or in an international scale, among the member countries of a free trade agreement, such as NAFTA case. The theory goes on to say that a centralized system of regulation, one governed by harmonized standard may not be in line with the needs of the citizens of the involved states. A simple illustration is that state A may suffer the effects of acid rain from state C in a stronger manner than state B feels the same effects. A, B, and C are part of a trade agreement with harmonized environmental standards and measures. In this case, requiring A, B, and C to comply with exactly the same standards in exactly the same form may be welfare reducing to at least state B, that will have to bear the costs of the externalities coming from state C, whose effects are felt in state A. This is to say that a policy that maximizes the welfare of local residents is not necessarily the best policy for a more global perspective.

On the other hand, the choice for a system based on competition, rather than harmonization, offers the advantage of not having to render state sovereignty, which still seems to be a big issue for many countries,
including the United States. The logic follows that “firms with a liberal choice of regimes argue that such a system will generate beneficial competition among jurisdictions seeking to attract firms.”13 Under a pure economic analysis, an investor may find it less costly – therefore more desirable – to enter in a market with lower domestic regulatory standards, lowering the overall production cost of her business. All these factors together would encourage the entrance of new firms in this particular state’s market. As Prof. Robert Wai puts it, “[r]egulatory competition may permit transnational business actors to play off differences between state actors in order to reduce their global burden.”14

On the other hand, regulatory competition, or international regulatory competition for the purpose of this paper, is not free of criticism – quite to the contrary. One may find a great number of scholars writing on the issue and most of the time criticizing the given benefits of regulatory competition.15

The central attention given by these scholars seem to be the fear of a race toward the bottom in regulation. In other words, it is expected that regulators will lower their standards to compete in the international arena and attract more entrants to their market. Therefore, in the context of environmental law, the concern is developed by countries – usually the developed ones – fearing they will lose a stake of the share to less developed states with laxer environmental standards. Less stringent environmental standards, the critics argue, will encourage firms’ mobility, because it is cost effective to comply with lax environmental standards and still be able to export the products to those markets that do comply with stringent standards.

The race toward the bottom argument has been very effective in driving attention away from regulatory competition as a viable regulatory strategy mechanism. It is fair to say, however, that this is all speculation and so far there is no empirical evidence proving the critics’ point.16 In the context of the EU, it is ascertained that a race toward the bottom is even less likely to occur than in regional trade agreements such as NAFTA. The reason offered is that it is more complicated to move companies from one jurisdiction to another in Europe than it is in North America.17 Quite opposite arguments have been made as to the consequences of regulatory competition. Prof. Roberta Romano, in a landmark article, called attention for the race toward the top in the regulatory competition over cor-
porate laws of the United States. Before Romano, it was taken for granted the preference for incorporating businesses in the state of Delaware was a race toward the bottom. However, she was able to prove that Delaware in fact offered better corporation laws and this was welfare increasing.\(^{18}\)

Another common criticism of regulatory competition theory comes from public choice theory.\(^{19}\) Public choice theory argues that bureaucrats (legislators, regulators, etc) do not act on behalf of the public interest, but, instead, on behalf of their own personal interests. Bureaucrats, it is argued, in reality, act in a way as to maximize their benefits. Under a public choice argument, regulatory competition would be welfare reducing, because each state’s regulations would be directed not towards a common social or economic goal.\(^{20}\) As Professor Jonathan R. Macey puts it:

“[T]he public-choice or ‘interest group’ theory of regulation uses the standard assumptions about human nature routinely employed by economists. Public choice assumes that politicians, bureaucrats, and other decision-makers in public life are rationally self-interested. This means that, like individuals and firms in the private sector, politicians and bureaucrats attempt to maximize their personal power and wealth even when these selfish ends conflict with public-spirited goals. Applied to what bureaucrats and politicians do, the assumption of self-interest means that law is traded for political support, money, power, and other things that politicians and bureaucrats demand.”\(^{21}\)

Those defending harmonization argue that the market failure resulting from regulatory competition schemes could be addressed by centralization. Centralization in the setting of common standards across the region would address public choice concerns, because hardly any standard would benefit regulators of different states over the same timeframe. In a larger scale, this factor will end up hurting economic integration because “regulators will not agree to enter into international agreements unless it is in their (private) interest to do so.”\(^{22}\)

\textbf{B. Harmonization}

On the other end of the spectrum, scholars argue for harmonization of standards as the way to achieve the common market goal, “min-
imize non-tariff barriers between jurisdictions, and prevent competitiveness-driven, welfare-reducing underegulation (the so-called 'race toward the bottom')." In the environmental context, argues Professor Andreas R. Ziegler, "[a]s long as the members of a trade area are allowed to maintain very different rules for environmental reasons, the elimination of trade obstacles is limited." Harmonization presupposes uniformity of standards, as the term suggests. The harmonization can occur at different levels, from total harmonization to newer types limited to essential requirements necessary to provide the free movement of a product within the region. It follows that "[a] product cannot trade freely throughout a common market if states within the market can exclude it on the basis of environmental, or health and safety grounds."

Harmonization, as argued previously in this paper, can be very hard to achieve since the states involved have to compromise in a number of things. Nationalistic or local concerns usually arise in this context, primarily because harmonization implies surrendering sovereignty.

Finding a common ground among the participating states is another difficulty policy makers find in electing policies for the region. The European Union has harmonized its legislation in a number of issues. NAFTA, on the other hand, chose not to follow the EU model, preferring to stick to state sovereignty. The option for harmonization is understood when we interpret the context in which it was adopted in Europe. The interplay that exists today among nations was nonexistent not many years ago. The current network that we observe today at various levels (legislative, judicial, etc) was not common, so policy makers needed a structure that could offer the benefits more modern techniques offer today. Therefore, harmonization was seen as the feasible way to overcome state differences and to establish common grounds on a number of issues.

Harmonization of legislations and public policies in Europe is good to a certain extent. It is good because it assures a minimum threshold in which all countries have to fulfill and it benefits the citizens of those countries with originally poor standards. On the other hand, the implementation of common laws and policies is not enough to guarantee countries will in fact comply with those laws and policies. In fact, this is the central problem the EU faces vis-à-vis harmonization: the difficulty of enforcing common policies. Regarding environmental issues, Professor
Richard L. Revesz points out that "in the international community, there is only a weak capacity for centralized environmental standard setting and virtually no capacity for centralized environmental enforcement."26

With that in mind, one reaches the conclusion that a harmonized region is not necessarily a region on equal footing as to the welfare benefits of the harmonization. Formal equality of standards is not as important as the assurance of actual enforcement. In this scenario, it is possible to ask oneself about the actual benefits of harmonization to achieve economic integration, in a common market setting.

Conclusively, the regulatory strategies for today's world are not in hand with the needs of society.27 One can observe that both ends of the spectrum, regulatory competition or harmonization, do not provide satisfying responses to the problems. The present setting is incapable of addressing the needs a global world imposed on them. Alternative responses emerge, and I see recourse to cooperation as the best available solution.

C. International Regulatory Cooperation

Apart from the two extremes; in the recent past, one can observe an increasing resort to cooperation. Cooperation that takes place not only in the national level, but also in the international arena, operating both horizontally and vertically. In times of cooperation, regulators rely strongly on the free (or close to free) flow of information to develop what scholars have termed as the network effect.28 In times such as this, the international community is expected to work in networks: not networks of official state-to-state working groups, but through many informal processes of exchange of information. When the states disaggregate, when the unitary state fades away, network links have to fill the gap, and these links are to be operated by various other institutions, official and non-official.29 This global governance is of great importance not only for financial institutions, but also for every citizen that watches traditional roles being played by not so traditional players. Regulators are expected to interact horizontal and vertically in an attempt to reach more efficient outcomes.
Professors Esty and Geradin argue "optimal governance requires a flexible mix of competition and cooperation between governmental actors, as well as between governmental and non-governmental actors."\textsuperscript{30} International co-opetition theory "suggests that at least some regulatory functions will be more efficiently carried out on a centralized basis while other activities will likely be more appropriately handled by decentralized governmental bodies."\textsuperscript{31}

The idea therefore is not to expect countries to harmonize legislations and regulations, nor do I think a state is better off by relying on pure market forces driving regulations. A balance has to be achieved, and this balance is cooperation. As Professors Esty and Geradin wisely advert:

"Our critique of regulatory competition theory and the observation that the market dynamics necessary to produce welfare gains may be present only in limited circumstances should not be seen as an argument in favour of across-the-board harmonization of standards. We simply conclude that just as the benefits of centralization should not be presumed, nor should any generalization in favour of decentralized governance be made. [...] [W]hat is needed is a multi-tier regulatory regime that gives policy makers access to both centralized and decentralized structures depending on the characteristics of the particular regulatory issue."\textsuperscript{32}

Although cooperation is the core of the new global order, it is an imperative with regard to crucial areas such as human rights and environmental law, where common patterns are necessary for the protection of global goals.

The balance is achieved through the development of networks. In NAFTA scenario, the US, Mexico, and Canada will exchange information on policies that affect those three countries. The EU experience has showed it is sometimes unrealistic to harmonize regulations of different legal cultures, and rely on the prospects of pure harmonization may be a threat to the stability of regional integration. On the other hand, leaving regulation to the market, the idea advocated in international regulatory competition theory, is not the best way to go either.

Countries are different, and although cultures are colliding to form a new global order, differences remain, and I think these differences are
good, because they are the trace of each legal culture. The harmonization of standards is not always an efficient way to respond to the globalization forces, and although harmonized standards further the formal development of a common market, they do not fully appreciate the benefits countries can gain from acting independently. Centralization ends up unifying standards, instead of approximating them, and this may not be good because it might reduce welfare and make people skeptical about the real advantages a harmonized strategy for regulation may bring.

At the same time, the world of today does not allow systems based on pure regulatory competition, because the world is one big amalgam, where geographical lines are fading away as economies come together and information networks substitute unitary governments. Regulatory competition is a good thing to the extent that it encourages the implementation of efficient regulation. However, there should be a system of checks and balances to ensure some kind of control to avoid regulatory failures, such as the threat of a race toward the bottom. Who will exercise this power is uncertain to me, as we watch the declining prestige of legitimate institutions such as the UN. Maybe a market state will impose the limits, by erecting trade barriers to penalize unfair competitors. Maybe under the auspices of the theory of legal pluralism Professor Gunther Teubner puts forward, arguing that “global law will grow mainly from the social peripheries, not from the political centers of nation-states and international institutions[,]” today’s non-official actors will respond to that demand. These inquiries go beyond the scope of the present paper, but should be kept in mind as it engages in my thesis for international cooperation.

III. The electricity sector under NAFTA

The world market is highly connected to and dependable on the energy sector on its various forms. Energy has direct effects on businesses and people’s life pretty much all over. Curiously, the energy sector is probably one of the exclusive markets, if not the only market, where less developed countries may have stronger bargaining power in international negotiations, because of the abundance of oil and gas in places like Venezuela and the Middle Eastern countries.
It has been argued competitive electricity markets will result in efficiency gains in a sector long characterized by monopolies and oligopolies.\textsuperscript{36} At the same time, competition is expected to bring greater consumer choice “to result in a marginal decrease in electricity prices over and above price decreases brought about through efficiency gains.”\textsuperscript{37} Critics of such a system, on the other hand, have argued these benefits remain largely theoretical, and that price reductions expected from increased efficiency have been overwhelmed by price increases, mostly because of the increased volatility of wholesale electricity markets.\textsuperscript{38}

With the new world organization, where countries around the globe are grouping themselves in economic integration processes that vary from free trade areas to common markets, energy could not be left out, to the point that it could be argued further development of energy trade in the region was the main reason behind NAFTA. Individual countries’ initiatives to cope with this new world of blurred dividing lines started to take place well before NAFTA negotiations. On the other hand, electricity, as part of the energy sector is included in Chapter 6 of NAFTA – Energy and Basic Petrochemicals.

\textbf{A. Individual Countries’ Initiatives}

The electricity sector in North America, and in the U.S. and Canada in particular, has been characterized by the absence of competition, featuring vertical integration schemes. Even before NAFTA was being negotiated, the US, and Canada to a lesser extent, began implementing changes whereby the market, and no longer the government, would play the leading role in the energy sector.\textsuperscript{39}

\textbf{1. United States}

Changes in the regulation of public utilities, electricity in particular, have been underway for at least the two past decades. It has been argued the 1984 new guidelines on the regulation of natural gas imports was the first relevant move toward a market-oriented approach,\textsuperscript{40} which would further influence the way electricity would be regulated. Moreover, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), in the mid-1980s, issued decisions to improve competition in the sector.\textsuperscript{41} In 1992,
the Energy Policy Act (EPACT) empowered FERC with broader authority to order transmitting utilities to provide transmission services for the new market entrants and removed existing barriers in the market for wholesale electricity.\textsuperscript{42} EPACT influenced FERC in the issuance of Orders No. 888 and 889 in 1996, imposing competition in the access to transmission services in the electricity sector.\textsuperscript{43} FERC went one step further with Order No. 2000, creating regional transmission organizations.\textsuperscript{44}

2. Canada

Canada was influenced by its Southern neighbor in the introduction of competition in the country’s electricity sector. Changes are reported to have been started in the mid-1980s. In the Canadian context, the move toward a more competitive electricity sector was impacted by collapse in the world oil prices in the early 1980s and the election of a new progressive conservative federal government in 1984.\textsuperscript{45} Different from the United States, most regulatory changes in Canada occur at the provincial level.\textsuperscript{46} Federal actions are less common for political reasons. Therefore, neither the federal government nor the National Energy Board has played a leading role in reforming electricity regulations in Canada.\textsuperscript{47}

In order to secure access to the US market, in response to FERC’s Orders 888 and 889, various Canadian utilities restructured their operations.\textsuperscript{48} To this end, Alberta’s electricity market underwent restructuring in 1996, and a competitive market was expected to be launched in Ontario the second semester of 2002.\textsuperscript{49} In addition, these utilities are following the implementation of Order N. 2000, “which suggests that membership in Regional Transmission Organizations may be necessary in order to maintain market access.”\textsuperscript{50}

3. Mexico

Latin America has been leading the world market in power sector reform,\textsuperscript{51} with the largest share of private electricity amongst all the developing regions.\textsuperscript{52} However, while countries like Brazil, Argentina and Chile have restructured their electricity sector to capture private investment, major players such as Mexico and Venezuela so far have made timid moves toward effective reforms in the sector.\textsuperscript{53}
Although many have argued for the benefits of a liberalized power sector in the region – such as better quality services and lower tariffs – there may well be reasons to suspect deregulation of the sector in other countries in the region may not be the best alternative out there. Investors are aware of problems already in place in other Latin American countries with already liberalized power sectors. These problems include, but are not limited to weak regulatory institutions, and poor competition accentuated by the large presence of state-owned power companies. On the other hand, the public at large, and in some instances the government of the potential host countries fear the prices will not go down, and that investors will not want to serve less profitable segments.

In Mexico, activities related to energy carry a cultural value inexist-ent in neither Canada nor the US. The old slogan “El petróleo es nuestro” (the oil is ours) has much to do with the inability of the Government to open the energy sector to foreign private investment, as it translates into pride of every Mexican citizen.
### Table 12.1 | Share of Private Sector Participation

*(In percent)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Transmission</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Espinosa (2001).*


The electricity sector in Mexico, on the other hand, is a bit less contentious in terms of national pride if compared to its oil industry. However, so far there has not been enough political will to fully achieve an entirely privatized power sector. The remarks made by Murphy are quite elucidating:

Mexico’s state monopoly in electric energy was born less contentiously. Private producers and distributors entered the market first, but in 1937, President Cardenas created the state-owned Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE) to serve less affluent consumers. In 1960, by negotiated buy-outs of private electricity companies, President Lopez Mateos transformed CFE into a state monopoly. In 1992, the Salinas administration significantly diminished that monopoly by an amendment of the electric energy law that allows private enterprise (1) to generate electric energy for self-supply, co-generation,
small production, sale to CFE, and emergency supply during interruption of public service; (2) to export electric energy so generated; and (3) to import electric energy for self-supply. Consequently, CFE's monopoly is now reduced to what Article 27 of the Constitution calls “public service.”


The 1999 President Zedillo's proposal of structural reforms in the Mexican electricity sector to include privatization of power companies by means of an amendment to the electric energy provisions of the Mexican Constitution remains dormant before the Mexican Congress. Much of today's reduced foreign private investment in the energy sector of Mexico is attributed to the state monopolies themselves. With regard to the Mexican electricity sector, it has been argued “the state electric energy monopoly means that only the nation may generate, transmit, transport, distribute, or supply electric energy 'for the purpose of public service,' and the 'public sector' is exclusively in charge of the 'strategic area' of 'electricity.'”

B. NAFTA chapter 6: energy and basic petrochemicals

With regard to the text of the Agreement per se, Article 601, under principles, touches in three important issues. First, under Paragraph 1, the Parties confirm their respect for their Constitutions. Such provision certainly is not common in trade agreements, but in the energy context, it is used to conform the Mexican constitutional provision under which natural resources, such as oil and gas, in the territory of that country, belong to the sovereign. Second, the full respect for the Constitutions is balanced by the encouragement of trade liberalization through energy and basic petrochemicals (Paragraph 2). Third, the implementation of competition in the sector is seen as the best way to promote freer trade and to further each country's interest (Paragraph 3). These three principles: respect for the national constitution, energy trade liberalization, and promotion of competition are the cornerstone of Chapter 6 and should be kept in mind as one deals with the remaining provisions of this Chapter.
Annex 602.3 contains important information as it deals with reservations the Mexican government has in relation to the other Parties. The text of the Annex provides that the State of Mexico will exclusively be in charge of, for example: “exploration and exploitation of crude oil and natural gas;” foreign trade as it involves crude oil, natural and artificial gas, basic petrochemicals, and the supply of electricity; “exploration, exploitation and processing of radioactive minerals[;]” and the generation of nuclear energy. This provision confirms the commitment made by the three Parties to the Agreement to respect the Constitutional rights and obligations contained in the Mexican Constitution. On the other hand, it could be argued this is not in line with the spirit of the Agreement, because it directly impacts on the free flow of trade among the three nations and it hinders competition. It surprises me the negotiators for the US and Canada acquiesced to have Annex 602.3 as part of the Agreement. For one, the Annex imposes a burden on Canada and the US, that will open their energy market for Mexicans and, in exchange for that, will be barred from the Mexican market for energy and basic petrochemicals.

In the same Annex, however, under the heading of performance clauses, the text allows a Canadian or US enterprise to conduct the following activities: production for own use, co-generation, and independent power production. With regard to the first two activities – production for own use and co-generation – it is provided that electricity generated in excess must be sold to the Federal Electricity Commission (Comisión Federal de Electricidad or CFE). The same requirement is not imperative as to independent power production, because the text expressly declares that “[e]lectricity generated by such a facility for sale in Mexico shall be sold to CFE and CFE shall purchase such electricity under terms and conditions agreed to by CFE and the enterprise.” Therefore, one can conclude that NAFTA investors are limited to take part only in those activities that involve secondary and non-reserved basic petrochemicals.

IV. The interplay between the electricity sector and the environment in North America

The electricity sector is one of the biggest sources of pollution, and both the environment and the human health are the most affected. On the other hand, developing electricity is the cornerstone for economic
growth in less developed countries, as it is the vector that maintains those already developed economies running smoothly. In this context, NAFTA presents positive prospects of economic integration in the North American electricity market for the following reasons. First, because of the successful experience of NAFTA in other economic sectors of the region. Second, because of the stable trade and investment rules conferred by the Agreement. Finally, because the opening of the electricity sector to competition is being considered in Mexico, Canada and the United States.66

With this framework in mind, it would not be logic to argue for non-integration in the electricity sector as it could mean higher pollution levels for the region and more difficult access to trading electricity goods. Higher pollution levels because the data available today show a move toward alternative energy sources is an imperative for the region67 to meet the growing demand for electricity on the one side, and protecting the environment for present and future generations. Integration will also mean freer trade, as the US, Canada, and Mexico will be able to develop stronger trade and investment activities in the energy sector, without having to rely in third countries. However, increase in the volume of electricity trade in an environmentally sound manner will only be possible if the three countries act jointly.

A. Environmental Assessment of the North American electricity sector

In the above graph, one can see the net electricity generation by fuel type in each one of NAFTA countries for the year 1998. As of May 2003, the situation has not changed, and the problems to the human health and to the global ecosystem associated with the use of this traditional energy sources is being aggravated. Take for instance the case of the United States. In this country, electricity is accountable for nearly 70 percent of all sulfur dioxide emissions – responsible for acid rain and haze, 25 percent of nitrogen oxide releases – responsible for smog and acid rain, ¼ of total toxic mercury releases, and approximately 35 percent of all the carbon dioxide (important green house gas) human activities put into the atmosphere – affecting “global climate change.”68 These pollutants all result from the combustion of fossil fuels by the electricity generating activity.69 The table bellow reports the emission of each pollutant by each of the North American countries.
Secretariat of the commission for environmental cooperation, environmental challenges and opportunities of the evolving North American electricity market 6 (Commission for Environmental Cooperation of North America, report, 2002).

Secretariat of the commission for environmental cooperation, environmental challenges and opportunities of the evolving North American electricity market 4 (Commission For Environmental Cooperation Of North America, Report, 2002).

Secretariat of the commission for environmental cooperation, environmental challenges and opportunities of the evolving North American electricity market 6 (Commission for environmental cooperation of North America, report, 2002).
1. Regulatory differences

Regulatory differences account for most of the problems in the interplay between electricity and the environment. Not only because country A will be polluting more than country B, and this is bad for the human health and the global ecosystem, but particularly because this means country A will be gaining a competitive advantage in trade over countries B and C. If country A is allowed to release more fuel pollutants out of the combustion generated by their power plants, because its environmental regulations are less stringent, then country A will have an economic advantage over countries B and C. If this scenario were not one of a free trade area, apart from the pollution problem, this competition strategy would be valid.

However, when countries do decide to join free trade areas, such as the case with NAFTA states, that sort of economic behavior should be avoided, because in the short run it will create hostility among the involved countries to further threat the stability of the free trade area. In this context, NAFTA countries need to find a middle ground solution, and they are currently working on that.

Many aspects have to be taken into consideration when economic growth in the electricity sector in the region is being balanced with environmental protection concerns. NAFTA countries have conducted extensive research to assess the major threats to the environment in the region caused particularly by electricity generation. They have identified the pollutants and the consequences each one of them have on the ecosystem and on the human heath. They have considered developing harmonized environmental policies vis-à-vis the environment, but opted for a model of international cooperation, instead of imposing identical standards on all affected power facilities.  

So far, the three NAFTA countries have dealt with air, water and land pollution in similar ways, employing a mix of command-and-control tools with market-based instruments to protect the environment. Although there is a tendency to move toward market-based tools, such as emissions trading, still there is much uncertainty on the effectiveness of its implementation. On the other hand, reliance on pure command-and-control instruments to protect the environment may not be suitable, because for some time now, environmental policies have moved from a reactive
approach to a precautionary one.\textsuperscript{73} If this is the case, pure command-and-control mechanisms will not address the problem. Moreover, there is much concern with effective enforcement of environmental laws throughout the region. In this sense, environmental laws in North America may be similar, but it is another thing to inquire if they are being applied similarly and therefore achieving the macro objective of sustainable development.

The greatest of the threats is the so called “pollution haven.” Pollution havens are areas in a country or in the region where less stringent environmental standards are at place or the enforcement of these standards and regulations are applied more loosely. Pollution havens permit plants to be built in regions with less stringent environmental standards and regulations, avoiding production costs, while incorporating this competitive advantage against their competitors that do not enjoy the same “benefits.” This threat in economic terms is defined as a race toward the bottom, and countries that do require rigorous environmental standards often have to bear the price of both losing existent and potential plants in their territory, and also face the competition of those companies that lowered their production costs based on laxer environmental standards and regulations, which will come back to their country of origin to compete for market share.\textsuperscript{74}

This fear is not only in the books according to the evidence available in the CEC background reports. Curiously, the prospective “homes” for pollution havens may not be only in Mexico, but even Canada may represent a threat to the stability of the free trade in electricity in the region. In Mexico, developers have initiated a number of new power plant projects in northern Baja California that, according to the United States EPA, releases particles in violation to the standards in place in California – because transboundary pollution is an issue here.\textsuperscript{75} The DOE has recently concluded Mexico is an attractive place to install new power plants to serve the Californian market, because of less stringent environmental standards.\textsuperscript{76} A second concrete example involves Canada. A fair number of new coal power plant developers are willing to install themselves in Alberta. Critics have argued these plants will not be subject to the same environmental standards present elsewhere in North America, creating a competitive advantage for those new developers.\textsuperscript{77}
2. Mitigating pollution from the electricity sector in North America

There are several ways one can deal with pollution. The real question seems to be which way is the most efficient and effective, if there is only one. My bet is that North America will be better off in terms of protecting the environment if it opts to use a multitude of environmental protection instruments. The simplest possible mitigation to the pollution problem is reducing demand for electricity. However, this is not as simple as it may seem to be. First, reducing demand for electricity means taking a step back in economic growth in developing countries such as Mexico. Second, Canada and the United States will have their electricity sector and all the other sectors that depend on it put in jeopardy, because stable industries depend on constant and increasing supply of electricity. Therefore, taken as whole, this alternative is not viable to solve major pollution problems. It might help a bit, but one country cannot rely on reducing demand as its sole strategy to mitigate pollution coming from its electricity sector.

Secondly, available data report that the annual GDP per capita for the three NAFTA countries in 2000 was: Mexico $3,800; Canada $24,600; and United States $28,600. The differences in GDP between Mexico and the two other countries are huge, and of course this has direct impact on financing. Mexico is the country in the region that needs the largest percentage growth in electricity demand. However, it is unable to raise the capital necessary to invest in resources that will contribute to a cleaner environment. The solution proposed by the Mexican government is to have the United States and Canada providing opportunities for innovation or technology transfer to Mexico. This seems a plausible pollution mitigation alternative for Mexico, but certainly the United States and Canada would want something in exchange, such as a bigger share of the Mexican electricity market. One cannot be sure Mexico is willing to close this deal, if this is the scenario.

3. The best scenario: renewable energy sources

The best scenario one can envision, given the available data today, is reliance on renewable energy sources to supply the growing demand for electricity in North America. Renewable energy has been defined else-
where as “any energy source for which the rate at which it is available in perpetuity exceeds the rate at which it is consumed.” Renewable energy generally includes: wind energy, ethanol fuels, biomass, geothermal, hydropower, and solar energy. Although there are good chances of furthering the development of renewable energy sources in the region, so far its contribution has been insufficient.

The biggest advantage of using renewable energy sources vis-à-vis the environment relies on the reduction of pollutants release originated from the combustion of traditional fuel types. It has been argued that “[t]he increased adoption of renewable technologies would also reduce air pollution, lower the risk of climate change, help solve both electric power-plant cooling water problems and damage to water bodies from extraction of fossil fuels.”

Another advantage of developing renewable technologies for electricity generation is said to be the creation of jobs. The Mexican government, although acknowledging that the state does not dispose of the infrastructure to allow the implementation of renewable energy sources, recognizes that large-scale renewable energy plants “may bring economic opportunities such as the creation of jobs for the implementation, installation and maintenance of electrical energy plants using unconventional technology.” However, one can argue that this is at least disputable, because the scenario provided by the Mexican government, with the exception of the maintenance activity, is rather temporary. Therefore, one can argue Mexico is overestimating the benefits of renewable technologies with regard to the job creation aspect of it.

B. International environmental cooperation and the North American electricity sector

In the last part of the paper I return to the central thesis of this work: effective environmental protection and stable economic growth is achieved not through international regulatory competition, nor through harmonization of environmental standards, but through international regulatory cooperation for the following reasons.

First, a legal environment of pure regulatory competition does not work for free trade areas or any other sort of economic integration pro-
cesses. Competition is good in the sense that it encourages innovation, and this is central to economic growth. Competition also gives incentives for the states to put out the best regulations to attract new market entrants. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It is an advantage because the country will probably increase its revenues by adding new and profitable economic actors to the national sector. However, it can also be a disadvantage, therefore a bad thing, when the means that these countries use to attract new market entrants are not the most legitimate, such as the case of lax environmental regulations. If a country needs to lower its environmental standards and apply human rights loosely, than it is a victory with no honor.

Second, harmonization may have worked in many instances in the European Union, but have failed in others. Harmonizing standards through the implementation of the EU directives into each member country national legal system may result in a failure when, even though you have the mechanisms to enforce the standards and regulations in the community level, still you need to respect the subsidiary principle. Note that politics also plays an important role in environmental policy decisions. In the context of the EU, environmental policies have been slowed down because of internal politics, as was the case with harmonized energy taxes in 1993. If however one still wants to argue for harmonization for NAFTA’s environmental policies, then you have to consider that there is a quite clear dividing line between NAFTA and the EU. NAFTA, as its acronym suggests, stands for a free trade area. The EU is a common market. There is widely developed scholarship on Community law that point out the many variances that divide a free trade area from a common market. For the purposes of this paper, it suffices to say that, unlike the EU, NAFTA does not count with one supranational institutional body, something that would resemble the ECJ. Yes, NAFTA has well-developed dispute resolution mechanisms, but, in the end of the day, they depend on diplomatic acquiescence among the disputing countries. Moreover, it is a bad thing to have laws, harmonized if you will, if you cannot guarantee compliance and enforcement. In the long run, a region with unenforceable environmental rules will be a region with weak environmental standards. One certainly does not wish that for NAFTA.

Finally, one can argue that the North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation (NAAEC or the Environmental Side Agree-
ment) took the right route in terms of developing the best available environmental policies to first and foremost protect the ecosystem and the human environment, and also promoting the trade development in the region. The regulatory strategy under the NAAEC is one of cooperation. The counties do not have to harmonize standards in identical terms, but also they are not encouraged to act on their own when the issue is one of common concern for the region. All the NAAEC requires from each of the member states is to enforce their domestic environmental laws and regulation. This approach fits very well NAFTA framework, because even if the three countries are acting jointly, they are not interfering in the sovereignty of their partners.

The living proof that the international regulatory cooperation strategy adopted by the Environmental Side Agreement is working is the ongoing regional cooperation activities in North America. First, it has been reported the existence of “Border Institutes” “that have been held to pin down commonalities in airsheds and water needs while spotlighting differences in emissions and ambient standards, enforcement, and efforts at remediation.” Second, interactions between border governors and between nongovernmental organizations have begun to play a role in developing binational trading programs for pollution reduction. Third, Transboundary Environmental Impact Assessment (TEIA) is becoming familiar in the region prior to the development of new projects that may impact on more than one state. British Columbia and the state of Washington have signed an agreement committing them to conduct TEIAs prior to initiate new plant installation and operation proceedings. In addition to that, although Mexico has not signed such an Agreement with the US or even within Mexico — if the case requires — 10 Mexico/US Border States have declared their intention to share information concerning the risks projects inside their jurisdiction may adversely affect the neighbor state.

V. Conclusion

There has been much progress toward a truly integrated North American market, and the electricity sector is one of the most important sectors in a country. Therefore, assessing the opportunities and risks free trade in the region will bring to the sector is an imperative. Assessing the im-
pacts further energy trade liberalization will have on the regional environment is the wisest thing to do, as the environment per se is the source of the generated energy. If growth in electricity is inevitable to promote economic development in Mexico and to maintain the United States and the Canadian economies running smoothly, then the region is invited to think about ways to preserve the environment for the ecosystem itself and for the present and future generations. So far, despite much criticism directed at NAFTA Chapter 6 and accusations that the Environmental Side Agreement has no teeth, one can argue that Chapter 6 is not a failure and that the Environmental Side Agreement adopted the best of the regulatory strategies for the region. Finally, the recommendation is for further cooperation among NAFTA countries in order to efficiently respond to increasing demand for electricity in an environmentally sound manner.
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